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Abstract--The authors investigate he mathematical properties of the thrombopoiesis model presented in
Part I, which is described by a differential system involving Von Foerster type partial differential 
equations. Apart from the existence, uniqueness and continuity properties of nonnegative solutions, they 
establish conditions for the existence of a unique equilibrium and for its asymptotic stability, too. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the qualitative properties of the model equations of the thrombo- 
poiesis model presented in the preceding Part I [1]. Section 2 deals with the basic properties of 
existence-uniqueness, nonnegativity and boundedness of the solutions, as well as the continuous 
dependence upon initial conditions. In Section 3 we investigate the equilibrium state of the model, 
which corresponds to the "normal" or "steady" state of the thrombopoietic regulation system 
(apart from slight random disturbances). The existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium state will 
be proved and conditions on the model parameters assuring exponential asymptotic stability of 
equilibrium will be given. 
2. EX ISTENCE-UNIQUENESS,  NONNEGATIV ITY  
AND BOUNDEDNESS OF  SOLUTIONS 
We begin this section by showing that the model equations which include Von Foerster type 
partial differential equations as well as ordinary ones, can be overwritten i to a system of Voltera 
type integral equations. The latter are used to define solutions of the original model equations in 
a mild sense. 
Then a general theorem for the existence-uniqueness is proved and applied to the transformed 
model equations, establishing the existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence ofnonnegative 
bounded solutions. 
For convenience, we summarize here the model equations derived in Part I, for the description 
of thrombopoiesis 
c(a, t) + ~ c(a, t) = ~c(r(t))c(a,  t), 0 <. a ~ ~c, t >1 0 
c(O,t)=~(C(t)), t >lO 
-•a ~ m (a, t ) + -~ m (a, t ) = 7u (T(t), K(t))m (a, t ), 0 <~ a <~ ZM, 
m(O,t)=C(Zc, t), t >>.O 
"0 C and C( t )= c(a,t)da (1) 
t>~0 
I TM and M( t )= m(a,t)da (2) 
do 
d d 
d--~p(a, t )+~p(a, t )=Ap(a, t ) ,  O<~a<~Ze, t>>.O 
p(O,t)=[m(oM't)  1, t >~O, 
/~(t) = 2 [Pl (t) + P2(/)] + [p,(zp, t) + P2(Ze, t)] - I~xK(t), 
7"(t) = ~(Pl(t)) - ftrT(t), t >i O. 
P(t )= f /ep(a , t )da (3,4) 
t >1 0 (5) 
(6) 
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Here, C, M, the 2-vector P = [P1, P2] T, K and T refer to the sizes of committed stem cell, 
megakaryocyte, platelet (1: circulatory, 2: splenic), chalon and thrombopoietin compartments, 
respectively. 
The corresponding lower case letters (c, m, p) in the Von Foerster type equations (1)-(4) denote 
the age distribution functions for the relevant compartments (a = age, t = time), and ~c, z~,, Zp the 
corresponding transit times or maximal ife spans. In the 2-vector equations (3) and (4), A is a 
so-called compartmental matrix defined as 
= [ - -  ()` + )`2,) ;~,2 ] )` >/0, )` ,2 > 0, )`2, > 0, 
A [_ ;~2, -()` + )`,2)_' 
where )-,2, )`2, are transport coefficients characterizing the exchange rate between the two platelet 
compartments and )` is the rate of age-independent (random) loss of platelets. For more detailed 
description of the model we refer to Part I [1]. 
The control functions involved in the model, representing egative feedback on stem cell commit- 
ment (a), thrombopoietin stimulation and chalon inhibition of proliferation and maturation 
(7c, 7M), as well as platelet control of thrombopoietin formation (O), are supposed to satisfy the 
assumption 
Assumption (A ) 
~, ~b, )'c and 7M are nonnegative globally Lipschitzian functions with the following monotonicity 
properties 
(i) ~: R+ ~ R+ is nonincreasing and ~(0) > 0; 
(ii) Yc: R+ ~ R+ is nondecreasing and 7c(0) > 0; 
(iii) YM: R~+ ~ R+ is increasing in its first variable and decreasing in the second one; 
(iv) ~b: R+ ~ R+ is nonincreasing with ~b(0) > ~b(u) for u > 0. 
The following notations are used: R--the set of real numbers; R~---tbe set of real n-vectors; R+ 
and R%--the sets of nonnegative numbers and nonnegative n-vectors (respectively), C~[a, b] 
(C% [a, b]): the set of continuous functions mapping [a, b] into R n (R%). 
We shall use the Rn-norm defined by IIx]l = max{txjl: 1 ~<j ~< n}, whereas by Ix[ we mean the 
Rn-vector with j th  component Ixjl, for x E R ~. For a real number u we denote u+= max{u, 0}, 
u - = max{ - u, 0}. 
The state of the system described by the model equations (1)-(6) is given at any instant t >/0 
by the quintuple 
xt = (c(.,  t), m(. ,  t), p(., t), K(t), T(t)). (7) 
To be able to predict he state of the system for t > 0 we have to specify the initial state it assumes 
at t = 0, i.e. we must prescribe the initial age distributions/values 
c(a, O) = c°(a), m(a, O) = m°(a), p(a, 0) = p°(a), K(0) = K °, T(0) = T °, 
where cO(.), m°(.), p0(.), K 0 and T o are given. Now we become faced with the problem how to 
choose the state space £1 for our system. 
It can be demonstrated by examples that the existence of solutions to system (1)-(6) [specially, 
the Von Foerster equations (1)-(4)] cannot be guaranteed in general, even in case of continuously 
differentiable initial age distributions, which would exclude most practical cases. Therefore, we shall 
define solutions in a mild sense (to be given later), which enables us to choose the state space for 
system (1)-(6) as 
= L[0, ~c] x Q_[0, T~,] x 0_[0, ~p] x n[0, ~p] x R 2, 
where 0_[a, b] denotes the Banach space of real valued Lebesque-integrable functions over [a, b]. 
Equipped with the norm 
IlO Il,~=max{f~Cle(a)lda, f~Ml,~(a)lda, f~[lP,(a))+lP~(a)l]da, Ig , I:~l}, 
for 
~=(~(.), r~(.), p(.), R, ~)~t~. 
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fl becomes a Banach space. We shall denote by fl+ the positive cone in t~, i.e., the set defined 
by f~+ = {ff ~fl:ff t> 0}, where ff i> 0 is meant componentwise (?(a)t> 0, a e[0, Zc] . . . .  ,/~ >10, 
~>~0). 
Then, with the above notation, the initial condition for system (1)-(6) can be given as 
--Xo=~O =(c°(.), m°('), p('), K °, T°)~f~+. (8) 
Now we are going to overwrite our original model equations (1)-(6) regarding the state variable 
x, in equation (7) under initial condition (8), into a system of integral equations with respect o 
the new state vector 
x(/) = [C(/), M(t), P(t), g(t), T(t)]~R 6, (9) 
where the initial state ~p ef l  appears in the r.h.s, as a parameter. Consider, for example, the Von 
Foerster equation (1). By the method of characteristics, the age distribution c (a, t) can be expressed 
in terms on initial and boundary conditions as 
I [;0 ] exp Vc(T(u))du c(a-t ,O)  for O<~t<a(<~c) c(a, t) = 
[ .exp l f '  orc(T(u))dulc(O,t -a)  for O<~a <~t. 
(10) 
Relation (10) is consistent with boundary (a = 0) and initial (t = 0) conditions, and formal 
differentiation reproduces the partial differential equation in equation (1). Equations (2)-(4) can 
be treated analogously. 
The equations (5) and (6) are linear ordinary differential equations o they can be written into 
integral equations by means of the variation of constants formula. In this way we obtain the 
following system of integral equations for the new state variable x(t) in equation (9) 
~0 C C(t)= c[x,~p](a,t)da, t >~O 
exp yc(T(u)) du c°(a - t), 0 <~ t <~ a 
c[x, el(a, t)..= 
;o TMM(t )= m[x,q~l(a,t)da, t >~O 
(1') 
, , , a  ,, O .t .a 
Lexp[ft'_a~M(T(u), K(u))dulc[x,~p](Tc, t -a ) ,  
P(t)-- p[x,q~](a,t)da, t >~O 
p[x, ~](a, t),= I exp (tA) p°(a - t), 0 <~ t < a 
O <~ a <~ T 
(2') 
(3', 4') 
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K(t)=exp(-#g't)'(K°+f~exp~gs)IK[(x),~p](s)ds), t>~O 
(5') 
/'K[x, ¢p](t) = 2" [P,(t) + P2(t)] + [pt[x, ¢p ](¢p, t) + p2[x, ~pl(z,, t)] 
T(t)=exp(- l tr ' t )  T°+ exp(l~r's) ~(Pl(s))ds , t >10. (6') 
Note that in system (1')-(6') we emphasized in brackets the dependence of the age distributions 
as defined here upon the new state vector (9) and on the initial value parameter ¢ in equation (8). 
It is easy to see that system (1')-(6') is essentially of the form 
x(t) = f(t, x, ¢p), t~>O, (11) 
where 
f:R+ X C6[0, 00) x ~'~--~R6, 
is a continuous function, and the functional f has the Volterra property in x, i.e. f(t, x, ¢) depends 
only upon the restriction of x to the interval [0, t]. System (1')-(6') will be referred to as the model 
integral equations. 
Now we prove a theorem on the existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence of solutions 
for a more general class of equations which will then be applied to equation (11). 
Let g:R+ x Cn[0, oo) x f l--,R ~ be a given functional, fJ a Banach space with a norm I1" IIn. 
A function x:R+--* R" is called a solution of the functional equation 
x(t) = g(t, x, 9), t I> 0, (12) 
on the interval [0, co] (allowing for co = + ~)  corresponding tothe parameter ¢ e f~, if xE C~[0, ~)  
and relation (12) holds for t e [0, co]. Such a solution will be denoted by x[¢]. 
Theorem 1 
Let g(., x, 9):  R+ ~ R ~ be continuous for any fixed (x, ¢)  e Cn[0, oo) x fL Suppose there is a 
(possibly infinite) interval [0, co], a parameter set H c ~ and a nonempty closed bounded set 
S c R ~, such that the following two assumptions hold: 
(i) for any Ce l l ,  xeC"[0, oo) and te[0,  co], x(s) eS,  se[0,  t] implies 
g(s, x, ¢) e S, s 6[0, t]; 
(ii) there exist constants L0, L, such that, for any two pairs ¢, q e H and x, 
yeC" [0 ,~) ,  and any te[0,  co], x(s), y(s) eS  for se[0,  t] implies 
Ilg(t, x ,  ~p) - g(t, y,  ¢')11 ~< L~6 IIx(s) - y (s )  11 ds + L0 I1¢ - ,/I Ih. 
Then 
(I) for any ~p e H there exists a solution x = x[rp] on the interval [0, co] which is 
unique on this interval; 
(II) the restriction of the solution x[~p] to any finite subinterval [0, 03] of [0, co] 
depends uniformly continuously upon the parameter ~p in the set H. 
Proof. Let 03 ¢[0, co] be finite. For arbitrary ~,q ~S, condition (ii) implies with x ( t ) -  ~, 
y(t) - r/, ¢ = q~ and t = O that g(0, ~, ~p) = g(0, t/, ~p) = ~0 (say), i.e. g(0,., ~p) is constant on S. 
Condition (i) implies that ~o ¢ S, thus ~o = g(0, ~0, ~P). Now, consider the successive approximation 
sequence {x:¢}~=0 c C n [0, ~)  defined by 
x(°)(t) - ¢0, t >/0  
g(t, x(N- 1), •), t ..<03, (13) 
x(~0(t) = x(~°(03), t > 03, N = 1, 2 . . . . .  
The proof of the uniform convergence of this sequence is analogous to that of the famous 
Picard-Lindel6f theorem [2, p. 19]. In particular, by the definition (13) of the iterants, we can 
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confine ourselves to the finite interval [0, 03]. Condition (i) implies that the orbits of the members 
of the sequences all remain in the set S and, as S is closed, the same holds for the continuous limit 
functions. Passing to the limit N--* oo in the recursive relation (13) shows that limit function of 
the sequence is a solution on [0, o3]. 
To complete the proof, consider two solutions x = x[q~] and y = x[¢,] on [0, o3], where ~p, ¢, e H. 
Applying condition (ii) we obtain 
[Ix(t) - y(t)ll = Ilg(t, x, ~p) - g(/,y,~b)H ~< L01l(p -#  lira+ LI .f~ Ilx(s)-y(s)ll ds, t E [0, O3]. 
From this relation, using the Gronwall inequality [3], we immediately obtain 
IIx(t)-y(/)l l  ~<L0 II~ -¢ ' l l oe  L'', t e[0, co] (14) 
Inequality (14) obviously implies both uniqueness (with ~ = tp) and uniform continuous de- 
pendence upon the parameter, on the finite interval [0, 03]. 
Since 03 ~< 09 was arbitrary, the case co = + oo does also follow. [] 
Now we can derive our result concerning the thrombopoiesis model integral equations (1')-(6') 
with the aid of Theorem 1. 
Corollary 1 
Suppose that assumption (A) on the control functions ~, (p, 7c, VM holds. Then, for any 
nonnegative initial condition ~p e f~+ [defined according to equation (8)] there exists a unique 
nonnegative solution x = x[~p] of the model integral equations (1')-(6'), which is bounded on 
[0, oo). Moreover, the dependence of the restriction of x[cp ](.) to a finite interval [0, oJ] is uniformly 
continuous in q~ on bounded subsets of the set of initial conditions, f~+. 
Proof. Given an initial state ~p = (c°,m °, p0, K 0, T0)ef~+ choose the number q such that 
IIq, IIn ~< q, and choose the set H in Theorem 1 as 
H={~,e f~:~>~0 and [l~,[It~<q} 
We intend to prove that a corresponding set S c R6+ of the form 
S={~eR6:O<~j<~bj, j=  1,6} 
exists such that condition (i) of Theorem 1 holds for g = f with (o = + oo, if choosing appropriate 
functions bj = flj(q). 
Suppose that x e C°[0, oo), x(s)~ S for s e[0, t], and let us make use of the monotonicity 
properties of the control functions to satisfy condition (i). The components of x will be denoted 
according to equation (9). Then for the case j = 6 (thrombopoietin) we obtain 
O<<.f6(t,x, qg)<<.exp(-#rt)'(T°+f~exp(l~rS)~(O)ds) 
{q <~ exp(-~Tt)-q + 4(0).~r (1 - exp(-~rt))  ~< max - - )  b6, 
that is, b 6 can  be chosen independent of the rest of the bj - s to satisfy the bounds for f6. 
The other upper bounds can all be expressed explicitly in terms of q and b6. For i = 1 (committed 
stem cells), considering equation (1'), we get 
hence, 
Sexp[zc.Tc(b6)].c°(a - t), 0 <<. t < a, 
0 ~< c[x, (p] (a, t) ~< 
(exp[zc'Tc(b6)]'~(O), t >1 a, 
~0 rC O<~fl(t,x,(p)= c[x, tp](a, t)da <~exp[zc'Tc(b6)][q + ~c0t(0)] = bl • 
C,A.M,W.A. 14/~I2--N 
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Similarly, for i = 2 (megakaryocytes) we have 
fexp[zM2:g(br, 0)] m°(a -- t), 0 <<, t <<, a 
re[x, ~p](a, t) ~< ~ (exp[~MTM(b6, 0)] C[X, ~p](ZC, t -- a), t >I 0 
and 
;? 0 <~f2(t, x, ~) = m[x, ~0](a, t) da ~ b2 = exp[~M'TM(b6, 0)][q + exp(zcYc(b6))(q + ZM'e(0))]. 
The platelet and chalon compartments are treated analogously though the formulas get more and 
more complicated. It should be mentioned, that the 2-vector system (3') and (4') causes no 
significant difficulties, if one observes that 1TA = --21 r, where IT= [1, 1] is the summing vector, 
so, for example, for t ~< a--the estimation 
0 ~< pi[x, 4~](a, t) ~< 1 r etAp°(a - t) = e -a lrp°(a - t) <~ p~(a - t) + p~(a - t ) ,  
can be used. 
The fulfilment of condition (ii) on the bounded set S follows from the Lipschitz continuity of 
the control functions e, O, 7c, 7M and of the exponential functions involved in the model equations 
(1')-(6'). [] 
Now we can consider the solutions of the original thrombopiesis model equations. The map 
x: R+ --. fl is called a solution o f  the model differential equations (1)-(6) corresponding to initial state 
x0 = ~p ~ f~, if using the notations (7)-(9), x(t ) is a solution of the integral equations system (1')-(6') 
and the age-structured components of xt are given by 
and 
c(a, t) =- c[x, ~p](a, t), 
m(a, t) - m[x, ~p ](a, t) 
p(a, t) -- p[x, ~p](a, t). (15) 
Solutions of differential equations defined in the above way (in terms of integral equations) are 
often called mild solutions. 
By this way of definition, for the considered model (1)-(6) anyway, the problem is avoided that 
the Von Foerster equations may have no solution, if the partial derivatives are meant in the usual 
sense. This problem is treated, e.g. in Ref. [4] by using a directional differential operator to handle 
the situation. 
It is easy to see from the relations (15) that under the conditions of Corollary 1, the result on 
existence-uniqueness of nonnegative bounded solutions carries over to the model differential 
equations ystem (1)-(6), as well. 
3. EXPONENTIAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY OF EQUIL IBRIUM 
A vital property of the thrombopoietic system is that of sustaining its dynamic equilibrium or 
steady state. This is the state the system is in under "normal" conditions except possibly very small 
random fluctuations that are negligible. If the system is moderately removed from its equilibrium 
state by external perturbations (e.g. loss of platelets) then, due to its self-regulatory feature, it 
controls itself back to the same equilibrium. Mathematically this property corresponds to the 
asymptotic stability of the equilibrium solution, which is a solution constant in time. In fact, we 
shall prove that our model exhibits a stronger form of asymptotic stability, namely, exponential 
asymptotic stability, under some conditions on the model parameters. But first we consider the 
question of existence-uniqueness of an equilibrium point. 
Theorem 2 
Under assumption (A) on the control functions ~, O, 7c, ~M, the thrombopoiesis model 
differential equations ystem (1)-(6) has a unique nonnegative equilibrium solution 
x, --- ~p* := (c*, m*, p*, K*, T*) ~ fl 
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which is strictly positive. The corresponding equilibrium solution of the integrated model equations 
(1')-(6') is given by 
x[¢ *](t ) -= x* ,= (C*, M*, P*, K*, T*) e R 6, 
where 
C*= c*(a)da, M*= m*(a)da, P*= p*(a)da (16) 
The equilibrium age distributions involved are (truncated) exponential, given by 
c*(a) = exp[avc(T*)] ~(C*), 
m *(a) = exp[aTm(T*, K*)] c*(Tc), 
p*(a) = exp(aA )el" m*(ZM), 
a ~ [0, Zc] 
a ~ [0, TM] 
a e [0, ~]  
where et = [1, O] T ~ ~2. 
(17) 
P* = pm*(~M), (20) 
and 
where 
p = = e aa da el 
We note that since A is an irreducible (212 , '~21 > 0), off-diagonally nonnegative matrix, exp(aA )
is elementwise positive for a > 0 (cf. Ref. [5, p. 146]), thus Pl > 0, P2 > 0. Moreover, using 
I x exp(aA) = exp( -  a)~)l x we obtain 
f0 :'~ 
21Tp * = e -"~ da m*(ZM) = (1 -- exp(--'c~))m*(zM) 
1Tp*(¢p) = exp(-- %2)m*(zM) 
Based on the above relations, the equilibrium equations for the chalon and thrombopoietin 
compartments [cf. equations (5) and (6)] can be written as 
0 = m*(zM) - #jc'K* (21) 
and 
0 = ~(e ,* )  - #~r* .  (22) 
Let us introduce the new unknown u* = m*(zu). Then each component of x* can be explicitly 
expressed in terms of u*. For, we have 
U* 
P* = pu*, K* =- - ,  T* = ~(plu*)/IZr 
#K 
and M can be expressed in terms of C*, K* and T*. To express C* in terms of u*, define the 
monotone decreasing functions Fc, FM by 
Fc(U ) ~ ~C(¢(plU)/].gT) , FM([i ) ~ "~M((D(plU)/~T, U/~gK) , U ~ O. 
M* = exp[TMTM(T*, K*)] -- 1 C*(~c) (19) 
yM(T*, k*) 
Proof. Dropping the time dependence in equations (1)-(4) the Von Foerster equations reduce 
to simple ordinary differential equations from which relations (16)-(17) immediately follow for the 
equilibrium solution. 
Hence, by integrating in equations (17) we obtain the equations 
C* = exp[xc~c(T*)] - 1 ~(C*) (18) 
yc(T*) 
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Then, from equations (17) we get 
u* = m*(~M) = ~t(C*) exp[TcFc(u*) + zuFM(u*)], (23) 
which, combined with equation (18) yields 
C* = h (u*)..= u* exp( - ZM FM (U*)) (1 -- exp[-- Zc Fc (u*)])/F c (u*). (24) 
It is easily verified that h(.) is a monotone increasing function. 
Now, substituting equations (24) into (23) we obtain an equation for the unknown u*, which 
can be written as 
u* = g (u*), (25) 
where 
g(u) - ~t(h(u)) exp[zcFc(u) + ZMFM(u)], U i> 0. 
Since the function g(-) is monotone nonincreasing and g(0)> 0, is clearly follows that equation 
(25) has exactly one positive solution for u*, completing the proof. [] 
We assume the following definition of exponential stability. 
Definition 
The solution x = x[~p] of system (11) is called exponentially asymptotically stable with respect 
to the parameter cp e f~+, if there is a neighborhood S c fl+ of tp, which is open in f~+, and 
constants Q, q > 0 such that for any ff e S, 
Ilx[0](t) - x[~p](t)ll ~< Q 110 - tp Ilnexp(-qt), t I> 0. (26) 
This definition fits the requirements of the usually assumed general definitions of exponential 
asymptotic stability (cf. Ref. [3]), except that the set of admissible initial states is restricted to 
nonnegative ones, which is justified by their physical meaning. 
For the proof of exponential stability of the integral model equations of thrombopoiesis we need 
the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 1 
Suppose the control functions ~, O, ~c, ~'M of the model satisfy assumption (A). let z > 0 be a 
real parameter and let r = r(Q = Zc + zu + ~P + z. Then a matrix A = A (z) ~ R 6 × 6 can be given 
with the following properties: 
(i) if the initial states 
~p=(c,m,p,K° ,To)~D+ and 0 = (e, m, p, /(°, T°) e D+ 
satisfy the condition 
T o ~ O(O)/la r and ~0 ~< ~(O)/lar ' (27) 
then the difference of the associated solutions x = x[tp] and ~ = x[~] of system 
0')-(6') satisfies the vectorial inequality 
(28) 
[i(t)-- X(t)l < A(z) max Ji(s)-- x(s)l, t ~> r
t- -r<~s<~t 
(where I" I and max are meant componentwise): 
(ii) A(z) depends continuously on z and the limit matrix 
A*= lim A(z) 
T~ +c~c 
exists. 
Proof. Respecting condition (27), it follows from the proof of Corollary 1 that the solutions x, 
i will be nonnegative and bounded, with bounds depending only on the model parameters 
(including maximums and Lipschitz constants of the control functions), but not on the particular 
initial states ~p, 0. 
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Using these bounds and Lipschitz constants, it is only a matter of lengthy technical calculations 
to obtain the desired perturbation bounds in equation (28), e.g. for the first equation one can derive 
the bound 
I(~(t)- C(t)[ <<. zcexp[%yc(~(O)/l~r)]L, max [d (s ) -  C(s)[ 
t - - r~s~t  
+ z~cexp[zc~c(~(O)/#r)le(O)L,c,_max IT (s) -  r(s)l, t 1> r, 
where L~ and Lrc denote the Lipschitz-constants for e and 7c (respectively). 
This relation defines the first row of the matrix A(z). The cases of the age-structured 
compartments M, P are treated similarly, and the resulting rows of the coefficient matrix A (~) will 
exhibit no dependence upon the parameter z. z will be introduced only in the perturbation bounds 
for the K and T compartments, as follows. 
Consider for instance quation (6') of system (1')-(6'). This equation can be rewritten by means 
of the variation of constants formula into the form 
T(t) =exp( -#rZ)  T(t -~)+ exp[-#r(t  -s) ]~(Pt(s))ds,  for t >~z. 
--T 
This form leads to the inequality 
lT~(t)- T(t))l <<. exp[ - /~: ]  max 
t--r<~s<~t 
I~(s) - T(s)l 
+ (1 exp[-#r~]) L ,  - - -  max 
]2 T t--r<~s<.t 
IP,(s)-Pl(s)l, t />r ,  (29) 
where L~ is the Lipschitz constant of 4. The convergence as • --* 0 of the bound in inequality (29) 
is obvious. The case of K is treated similarly. 
This latter will be the case where the maximal delay r = Zc + XM + Xe + Z will actually occur, since 
P(~P, s) will depend, e.g. on values of 
~(C(s--zt,--~M--~c)) for s~[ t - -~ , t ] .  
Carrying through the above indicated calculations, the form of the coefficient matrix A(z) is 
obtained and the result of the lemma follows. [] 
Lemma 2 
Let A ~ R ~ × ~ be a nonnegative matrix, r > 0 a real number, and z: [0, oo) --, R~. a nonnegative 
continuous function, and suppose that the vectorial inequality 
z(t)~<A max z(s), t>/ r ,  (30) 
t--r<~s~t 
holds (where ~< and max are meant componentwise). 
Assume that the spectral abscissa of the matrix A satisfies the condition 
p(A) < 1. (31) 
Then there exist positive constants q, R such that 
IIz(t)l[ ~< max IIz(s)ll exp[-q(t  -- R)], t ~>R. (32) 
0~s~<R 
Proof. Using inequality (30) we obtain 
z(t)~<A max A. max z(s)<<.A ~ max z(s), t>~2r 
t--r~s<~t s--r<~u~s t--2r<<.s<~t 
and by induction, 
By the definition of p(a), 
z(t) <<. A k max z(s), t >>. kr, k = 1, 2 . . . . .  (33) 
t--kr~s<~t 
p(A) = l im IIAkll I/k 
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and by assumption (31), there is a k* such that [IAk*l[ < 1. Let us choose 
Then inequality (33) implies 
1 
q . . . .  ln[Ihk*l[, R=k*r  
k*r 
Ilz(t)[[ ~<(e-q) R max [Iz(s)ll, t ~>R, 
t -  R<~s<<.t 
which yields 
max Ilz(s)ll ~<e -qR max Ilz(s)ll =e  -qR max IIz(s)ll, t >~NR, N= 1 ,2 , . . . .  (34) 
NR~s<~ t (N-  I)R<~s<<. t (N -  I)R~<s~< NR 
since otherwise we could obtain a contradiction. From inequality (34) we have by induction 
IIz(/)ll~< max IIZ(S)[I~<e-qNR max Ilz(s)ll, NR<~t<~(N+I)R, N=0,1 . . .  
NR <~ s <~ (N + I)R O <~ s<<. R 
which implies inequality (32). [] 
Now we are ready to prove the exponential stability of the equilibriums of the thrombopoieses 
model equations. 
Theorem 3 
Assume notations and conditions of Lemma 1. If the matrix A * in Lemma 1 satisfies the 
condition 
p(A*) < 1, (35) 
then the equilibrium solution x[~p *] - x* of the integral model equations (1')-(6') is exponentially 
asymptotically stable. 
Proof. Since by Theorem 2 the equilibrium vector x* = [C*, M*, P*, K*, T*] is strictly positive, 
P* > 0 implies T* = rP(P*)/I~r< ~P(0)//zr. 
Choose the neighborhood of ~p* in the definition of exponential stability as 
S = {~p = (c, m, p, K °, T °) ~ f~+ :T O < ~(0)/#r} 
Then S is open in f~+, as [0, ~P(0)/#r) is open in ~+. 
By Lemma 1 and condition (35) we can choose a z* > 0 such that p(A(z*)) < 1. Let r* = r(~*), 
and let x=x[cp] be a solution of system (1')-(6') corresponding to ~p e S. Then with 
z(t) --- x(t) - x*, the two previous lemmas imply the existence of numbers R, q > 0 such that the 
inequality 
[[x(t)-x*lf ~e Rq max I lx(s)-x*lle -qt, t :>R (36) 
O<~s~<R 
is satisfied. Furthermore, Corollary I and the proof of Theorem I [relation (14)] imply there is a 
constant Q0 such that 
max IIx(s) - x*ll ~< Q0[l~o - ~* I1~ (37) 
O<~s<~R 
holds. Combining expressions (36) with (37) we obtain 
IIx(t)-x*[I ~<Q [l~p -~p*ll~e -q', t />0 
with Q = Qo'exp(Rq), proving exponential asymptotic stability. [] 
Remark 1 
For the condition p(A *) < 1 of Theorem 3 to hold it is sufficient that IIA * II < 1 where IJ" II may 
denote any matrix norm. 
Remark 2 
Using the connection between the solutions of systems (1)-(6) and (1')-(6') it is easily verified 
that Theorem 3 also implies exponential symptotic stability of the f~ state space equilibrium of 
the former system. 
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